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Role of Point-Of-Sale Information On Consumers’
Purchase Decisions
Forrest Stegelin
University of Georgia, Dept. of Agricultural & Applied Economics,
Athens, GA 30602-7509
Index Words: point-of-sale, purchase, information, marketing
Nature of Work: Will the garden center industry (as the marketer) and the
environmental horticulture industry (as the plant source) change in harmony in
the first decade of the new millennium? Marketing will be a key factor as
retailers and grower-wholesalers of ornamental nursery plant materials
who are alert to shifts in consumer demand benefit from new marketing
opportunities. To make the right merchandising decisions (advertising,
promotion, pricing, display, information), retail managers need to be aware
of influences on consumer purchase decisions. Once customers are on the
marketer’s premises, how important are and what types of point-of-sale
(POS) or point-of-purchase (POP) information in selling plants?
A survey was developed to collect information that would help garden
center managers and grower-wholesalers identify what and how plant and
sales information should be conveyed to customers to encourage new and
repeat sales. The survey, conducted by undergraduate students enrolled
in “Selling in Agribusiness,” concentrated on determining the key merchandising
factors (selection, quality, price, information) that influence the customer’s
decision to purchase plant materials. The survey was funded by a mini-grant
from the Center for Applied Nursery Research, a joint industry - university
effort to address various problems and opportunities of the nursery industry.
The surveys were completed on site at Georgia garden centers representing
both rural and urban consumer markets. Although only the aggregate
information is presented, there were statistically significant differences
between the rural and urban centers on some issues.
Results and Discussion: Important factors in selecting a garden center:
(customers rated ten factors on a Likert Scale of one to four, with one being
the most important)
Factor
% Reporting Factor as Most Important
Quality plants
50 %
Green goods (plants) selection
12
Point-of-sale information
10
Knowledgeable sales staff
8
Convenient location
5
Competitive prices
4
Hard goods (non-plant) selection
2
Friendly service
1
Convenient hours
1
Quick service
1
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Items customer came to buy compared with what customer actually
purchased:
Priority Item
% of All Customers: Wanted................Bought
Advertised specials
50 %
72 %
Plants (annuals, ground covers, bulbs, foliage)
12
61
Shrubs and other flowering woody perennials
5
12
Trees
3
2
Gardening hardware and supplies
7
27
Comparison shopping
13
1
Browsing or just looking
10
7
Sources customers used for technical assistance (customers ranked ten
sources as to most likely to use and/or frequently use):
Information Source
% of All Customers
Garden center staff
25 %
Point-of-sale information
23
Landscaping or gardening books, videos, texts
12
Internet
10
Extension service
8
Television (HGTV and GPTV)
7
Friends and relatives
5
Magazines (example - Southern Living)
5
Experience or trial-and-error
3
Other sources
2
Regular customer to this garden center (“regular” being defined as at
least four times in past 12 months)?
Rural — 91%

Urban — 68%

Composition of shopping party:
Shopper/Participant
Female only
Female with children
Male only
Male with children
Female and male together
Family unit

% of Surveyed Shoppers
44 %
5
16
2
27
6
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Estimate of annual expenditures for plants only:
Dollar Category of Sales
$ 0 (zero)
Less than $ 50
$ 50 — $ 100
More than $ 100

% of Respondents
9%
17
33
41

Significance to Industry: Repeat sales are the lifeblood of the garden
center industry, especially with the availability of plant materials from
retail garden centers, home improvement centers, and department store
super-centers. Promotions (advertised specials) draw customers, and
once on-site, customers seek assistance (general information, technical
knowledge, ideas or suggestions, help, problem-solving solutions, needs
satisfaction) from the garden center staff. Customers also use the
placards, displays, tags, “garden rooms,” banners, signs, labels, videos,
and related visual devices for additional data points and help in making
purchase decisions.
Quality sells, but “quality” defined is inconsistent among shoppers. How
customers evaluate quality ranged from emphasis on size to color to
general appearance to form to uprightness to one customer’s canopy or
plant size-to-container size ratio. Quality is subjective relying on visual
perception variables, rather than price.
Literature Cited:
1. Stegelin, Forrest. 2001. “Role of Point-of-Sale Information and Plant
Quality on Consumers’ Purchase Decisions.” Center for Applied
Nursery Research 2000 Research Reports. University of Georgia,
January 2001, pages 90 - 93.
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State Plant Promotion Programs: Histories and Perspectives
Forrest Stegelin1, Steven Turner1, and Patricia Knight 2,
University of Georgia, Dept. of Agricultural & Applied Economics,
Athens, GA 30602-7509
2
Mississippi State University, Dept. of Horticulture - South MS Branch,
Poplarville, MS 39470
1

Index Words: promotion, plants, selection criteria, objectives, state-level
Nature of Work: Several Southern states, including Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and Texas, have implemented plant
promotion programs having goals of identifying specific plants and generating
awareness of these plants through a state-wide marketing campaign to increase
sales and consumer satisfaction. Most of these programs were initiated during
the early 1990s and have many similarities, including stated objectives of
the program, governance and participation, and basic plant selection criteria. As
to the costs or expenditures incurred and how the programs are funded, here
the similarities cease. And as to any formal monitoring and/or oversight to
see if the programs actually achieve their goals and to enhance the
coordination between growers and retailers, very little is documented.
Additional states are considering adopting state plant promotion programs
of their own, but neither want to reinvent the wheel nor make the mistakes
already committed by the states with existing programs. Consequently, a
synopsis of the various programs at a few of the Southern states was
accomplished using a survey instrument. Many of the state programs have
web sites, either stand alone or in conjunction with the program coordinator.
These sites were quite helpful in the common areas of objectives,
committee involvement, and plant selection criteria, but those concerns
about coordination, monitoring and feedback (from customers, retailers,
and growers), and overall assessment of success are subjective responses.
Results and Discussion: Plant promotion program materials on four of
the Southern Nurseryman’s Association participating states (Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi and Texas) are summarized.
State:
Name:
Established:

Georgia
Georgia Gold
Medal Winner™
1993

Volunteers of GA
Professional Hort.
Sponsorship: Industry; GA
Coop. Extension
Service

Kentucky
Theodore
Klein Plant
Award™
1995
Univ. of KY Nursery/
Landscape Program;
KY Nursery Landscp
Industry; Bernheim
Arboretum &
Research Forest
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Mississippi
Mississippi
Medallion™
1996
Mississippi State
University Hort.
Program and
MS hort.
industry leaders

Texas
Texas
Superstar™
1988
Coordinated
Educational
Marketing
Assistance
Program
(CEMAP)
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Theodore Klein
Plant Award
Selection
Committee
promote
promote the
identify plant
production, sale enthusiasm for & material that
interest in plants performs well in
and use of
among gardeners; environmental
superior
encourage
ornamental
conditions
development of
plants
throughout the
new cultivars &
entire state;
hybrids by KY
promote the
Nurserymen;
increase recogni- proper use of
tion, reputation, & the plants in
profitability of the Mississippi
landscapes
KY nursery &
landscape industries
total annual
$ donations
MS Nursery
industry donations and promotional Assoc. producers
>$7,000;
plants from
and retailers pay
promotion literature industry;
for promotional
prepared by GA
materials;
volunteers
CES (fall mail-outs
(zero salaries); coordinator’s
to growers; a
salary paid via
UK College of
buyers’ guide;
MS CES; plant
Agriculture
winter media
material for
CES
and
packet; spring mailpromotion
Nursery/
outs to retailers;
donated by
Landscape
color fact sheets);
growers; 11" x 7"
Program
prints
chairman’s salary
color cards
promotional
by GA CES
printed, provided
(no other salaries literature
free to Mississippi
- all volunteer);
Nursery Lndscp
promotion plants
Assoc. members
from growers

Governance: Georgia Plants
Selection
Committee

Goals:

Funding:

Mississippi
Plants Selection
Committee

Plant Selection four categories:
Criteria:
annuals,

three criteria:
(a) be efficiently
herbaceous
propagated &
perennials,
produced, (b) be
shrubs, trees;
found established
5 criteria:
in KY and at least
(a) consumer
2 good examples
appeal, (b) low of plant be
maintenance, (c) established within
survivability, (d)
driving distance
ease of propagation of a majority of
& production, and KY population,
(e) seasonal
and (c) be
interest
pest resistant
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performs well
in the
environmental
conditions
throughout the
entire state;
easily
propagated and
produced;
consumer
appeal

CEMAP
Executive
Board
provide highly
effective marketing
assistance to
growers & retailers,
particularly during
slower periods of
the nursery year;
ensure that
consumers use the
very best & most
environmentally
responsible plant
materials
industry grant
funds for point-ofsale merchandising & promotional
materials; growers
purchase point-ofsale tags with a %
going toward
funding the
program; Texas
Department of
Agriculture; a
TNLAGO TEPP
grant for media
kits; growermarketers conduct
production trials
three criteria: (a)
multi-year
production and
field performance
documented at
replicated plots
and demonstration trials across
Texas, (b)
market potential,
and (c) mass
production for
ample supply
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Selection
3 years prior to 2 years prior to
Announcement public promotion, public release
for production
following
to Industry:
season’s plant
selection
announcement
at Southern
Nurseryman’s
Assoc. fall
meeting

4 years prior to
public promotional
effort, for current
year: growers -advance notice
varies according
to annuals vs.
woody perennials,
retailers -- 6
months lead for
ordering (4-5
months lead for
employee training)
not really;
compare
pre-promotion sales
need better
with sales during
coordination
the promotion and
between
post-promotion
non-MNLA
producers and sales; significant
sales increases
the retailers
documented
retailers love it thumbs up by
(until plants gone); everyone
growers want
higher prices for
promoted plants

2 - 3 years prior
to public
promotion; public
leads, current
announcement
year announced coincides with
in January at
Gulf States
KY Landscape Horticultural
Industries
Conference &
Conference and Trade Show
in KY Nursery
LandscapeAssoc.
Nursery Views

Oversight,
not formal; not
Monitoring and / widespread
or Feedback: promotion of

not formally;
verbal
comments
all four plant
among
selections by
industry
retailers (target participants
their favorite)

garden centers -- struggling
Overall
Assessment: well done; home for consumer
improvement
recognition
and department
stores -- mediocre
to indifferent

Significance to Industry: State plant promotion programs apparently do
sell more plants because of the awareness factor among consumers.
Does a state-level promotional effort sell more than if a retailer individually
promoted and advertised a specific plant? Further research is needed to
answer that. Coordination efforts need enhancing between growers and
retailers, and education of both parties is needed so that everyone is
aware of the benefits economically and environmentally from participating
in a state plant promotion program. States where industry and university
have strong working relationships and common goals have created a
win-win situation for the industry and its customers. Increased sales,
increased recognition, increased profits, and increased consumer
interest can be realized by grower-wholesalers and retailers alike.
Literature Cited:
1.

Kentucky’s Theodore Klein Plant Awards. HREF=”http://www.ca.uky.edu/
HLA/dunwell/TKleinPA”

2. Mississippi Medallion Winners. HREF=”http://www.i-55.com/lan/mna”
3. Texas Superstar™. HREF=”http://www.texassuperstar.com”
4. The Georgia Gold Medal Winners Program. HREF=”http://
www.ces.uga.edu/Agriculture/horticulture/goldmedal”
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U.S. Export and Import of Greenhouse and Nursery
Products: Profile and Trends
Safdar Muhammad, F. Tegegne, E. Ekanem, A. Akuley-Amenyenu, S. Singh
Tennessee State University, Nashville
Index Words: Nursery industry, agriculture, international trade
Nature of Work: International trade plays an important role in the structure of
a country’s economy. United States agriculture is characterized by having more
exports than imports (Figure 1). Total U.S. export of agricultural products
was $51.6 billion in 2000, compared to total import of $39.0 billion. Nursery
products represent about 3% of total import of agricultural products and only 0.5%
of total export. But the value of total export of greenhouse and nursery products
was much lower than its import. The total import value of greenhouse and
nursery product was $1.2 billion, compared to export value of only $253 million.
The same relative relationship was observed over the past five years (Figure 2).
Another important observation is that U.S. imports increased by about 16.3
percent, while exports declined 14.8 percent between 1996 and 2000. In
the nursery sector, imports increased by 21.9 percent, but there was also
an increase in exports of nursery products during that time period. The main
objective of this study was to examine the profile and trends of U.S. export and
import of nursery products. Data from several sources were used for this analysis.
Results and Discussion: The data for this study werer taken from
USDA/ERS, FAS, and various other publications. Table 1 shows that
most U.S. import of greenhouse and nursery products are from South
America (42.7%), followed by North America (24.7%) and the European
Union (23.0%). These three regions of the world contribute about 90
percent of all U.S. imports of nursery products. Similarly, some countries
from these regions have large proportion in total import than others. In
North America, Canada contributes about 21.2 percent of all U.S. imports,
compared to Mexico’s small share of 3.5 percent. From South America,
most of U.S. import is from Colombia (33.6%), followed by Ecuador (8.3%)
and Chile (0.3%). The European Union (EU) also has a significant share in
the U.S. import of nursery products, especially from the Netherlands (23.0%).
Like import, North America is also the largest market for U.S. export of greenhouse
and nursery products. But U.S. export to this region is much higher (50.6%)
than its import (24.7%). Most of U.S. nursery products are exported to Canada
(41.5%) followed by Mexico (9.2%). North America is one of the few regions
where U.S. export is higher than its import. The European Union is the second
largest market for U.S. export of greenhouse and nursery products with most of
exports going to the Netherlands (14.0%), followed by Germany (5.3%) and the
United Kingdom (1.7%). In Asia, Japan (8.8%), Hong Kong ((5.2%), and Taiwan
(1.1%) are the main customers of U.S. greenhouse and nursery products.
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U.S. import and export of nursery products by commodities in 1998 are shown
in Figure 3. The major commodities exported from the U.S. are live plant,
trees, and shrubs (46.0%), followed by cut foliage, branches, Christmas
trees (30.3%), and cut flowers, fresh dried, dyed (15.7%). On the other
import side, cut flowers (56.9%) ranked first, followed by live plants (19.7%).
Significance to Industry: U.S. export of total agricultural products is much
higher than its import. But the opposite trend was found in the case of nursery
products. The import of nursery products increased at a higher rate than import
of total agricultural products. There is also an increasing trend in export
of nursery products over time. Much of U.S. domestic demand of nursery
products specially cut flowers is met through import. This indicates potential
opportunities of expansion for the U.S. nursery industry to meet such demand
as well as increase production for export purposes, if produced efficiently.
Literature Cited:
1. U.S. Bureau of the Census Trade Data. 2000. Commodity and
Marketing Programs, USDA/FAS.
2. United States Department of Agriculture, 1999. Floriculture and
Environmental Horticulture: Situation and Outlook Yearbook. USDA,
Economic Research Service, FLO-1999.
3.

United States Department of Agriculture, 1998. “Foreign Agriculture Trade
of the United States, FATUS, USDA, Economic Research Service.
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Differences Between Mail Survey Respondents and
Non-Respondents in Louisiana’s Trade Flows and
Marketing Practices Survey
Roger A. Hinson, Dept. of Ag. Econ., LSU Ag. Center
and Wade Hampton, USDA/ERS
Index Words: Mail survey, telephone survey, non-respondent evaluation,
green industry
Nature of Work: Many data collection techniques are used to gather data
for evaluation of the green industry. In economic and marketing research,
some methods of data collection include face-to-face interviews, mailbased surveys, and telephone surveys. The method chosen is a factor in
creation of the survey instrument, since the best design for one collection
technique is not necessarily appropriate for another. The basis for this
paper is Louisiana’s participation in the third Trade Flows and Marketing
Practices (TFMP) within the United States survey. The study’s objective
was to develop a comprehensive data set describing the production
sector of the green industry, including producers of woody ornamental
plants (field and container), and flowering and bedding plants. It is part of
a cooperative effort to provide a periodic assessment of marketing and
trade flows in the industry. Information was collected on production,
sales and marketing variables, and the 1998 survey was third in an
every-5 -years series (Brooker, et al.). In 1998, 22 states participated.
A producer list was provided by the Louisiana Department of Agriculture
and Forestry that identified all nurseries with a class one license, which
is required for commercial plant sales. The list contained 734 names.
The study was oriented toward commercial producers. Initial list filtering
to exclude “hobby” operations reduced the list to 575. Data collection
was via a mail survey. The Dillman protocol ( initial mailing followed by
post card reminder followed by remailing) was followed to improve the
response rate. When the initial size criteria proved less demanding than
expected, higher production areas were used in the follow-up mailings,
reducing the list size to 501.
The mail survey generated 171 useable responses, or almost 40%. This
rate is improved compared to previous surveys in the series, should be
more representative of the production sector, and should be a stronger
basis for descriptive statistics and for building empirical models. However,
no analysis of differences between respondents and non-respondents in
these TFMP surveys has been conducted. The Louisiana Agricultural
Statistics Service (LASS), which was completing its Census of
Horticultural Specialties (CHS) at the same time, agreed to use its
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telephone enumerators to collect data from non-respondents. It was
suggested, however, that all non-respondents rather that a sample be
surveyed because the cost would differ little, so this procedure was
adopted. CHS contained some information needed for the TFMP, and
LASS agreed to share that data to reduce the number of questions
asked in the phone survey. Responses were obtained from 123 more
growers. For these respondents, data from the CHS database and from
the telephone survey were merged to form a complete observation.
The objective here, then, is to compare average variable values between
the mail portion and the phone portions of the survey. A subset of
descriptive and informative variables was selected. The MEANS procedure
in SAS was used. Sample size differed by question. For example, if
sample size is 171 (123), the variable mean included all mail (phone)
respondents; if the sample size is lower, the variable means represented
a value only for those who responded to that question. For example,
from the mail results, all respondents did not have in-ground plant
production, but of the 45 respondents that did use this production system,
the average was almost 45 acres. No tests of differences are provided the analysis presented is strictly descriptive.
Results and Discussion: Respondents to the mail and phone portions
of the survey are contrasted. Compared to the mail respondents, the
phone respondents had been in business only half as long (see year
established) (Table 1). They had fewer permanent and temporary
employees. The proportion of sales allocated to advertising and promotion
was about half as large. Estimated gross sales were only about 40% of
the level of mail respondents.
In terms of computer applications, the phone respondents reported less
use of word processing and inventory handling by computer. However,
the webpage proportions were similar, and production scheduling using
computers was higher for phone respondents.
In terms of gross sales from different groups of plants, phone respondents
had a different look when compared to mail respondents. Their proportions
of sales from woody ornamentals such as azaleas and other evergreen
shrubs were lower, while proportions from annual bedding plants and
foliage were higher. More greenhouse growers, then, seemed to be
non-respondents to the mail survey.
In terms of market channels, the two groups were similar in proportion
of sales to mass merchandisers and to a catch-all category called
‘other retailers’. Phone respondents were lower in proportion of sales
to garden centers, but sold higher proportions to landscapers and to
re-wholesalers.
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Table 1. Comparison of MEANS from Mail and Telephone Respondents
Mail Respondents
Phone Respondents
Variable
N
Mean Std Dev
N
Mean Std Dev
Year established 166 1972 154.31
122
1984 13.13
Permanent
171 3.98
11.02
123
3.07
5.65
employees (#)
Temporary
171 3.71
10.59
123
2.77
6.74
Employees (#)
Computer for word 171 0.35
0.48
123
0.20
0.40
processing (% yes)
Computer for
171 0.20
0.40
123
0.14
0.35
inventory (% yes)
Have a webpage 171 0.12
0.32
123
0.11
0.31
(% yes)
Computer for
171 0.03
0.17
123
0.08
0.27
scheduling (% yes)
Deciduous shade & 171 10.03 20.16
123
5.36
14.50
flowering trees (% of sales)
Deciduous shrubs 171 3.98
9.35
123
2.36
6.6
(% of sales)
Broad-leaved
171 8.86
17.11
123
7.65
16.22
evergreens (% of sales)
Narrow-leaved
171 4.92
11.85
123
1.76
4.78
evergreens(% of sales)
Azaleas
171 9.38
16.40
123
6.22
14.48
(% of sales)
Annual bedding
51 36.65 29.23
25
50.12 35.74
plants (% of sales)
Foliage plants
37 18.65 24.92
17
34.53 36.72
(% of sales)
Acres in open
40 5.50
10.42
7
6.57
8.60
field (acres)
Acres in-ground
45 44.95 95.83
12
32.46 59.85
(acres)
Acres in containers 171 4.36
16.62
123
2.81
6.91
(acres)
Sales to repeat 165 79.62 19.85
116
85.00 16.60
customers (%)
Weather as
171 4.08
1.33
123
4.59
0.87
business constraint*
Market as
162 4.26
1.07
120
4.53
0.85
business constraint*
Own management 158 3.68
1.34
122
4.46
0.98
as business constraint*
Resells plants
171 1.60
0.49
121
1.73
0.45
for others
Sales to mass
148 5.61 15.62
120
5.33
19.02
merchandisers(%)
Sales to garden 148 29.59 32.35
120
23.68 32.01
centers (%)
Sales to other
148 7.84
20.23
120
7.50
22.52
retailers (%)
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Sales to
148 33.63
31.76
120
36.46 35.16
landscapers (%)
Sales to
148 23.98
32.46
120
27.03 36.05
re-wholesalers (%)
Pricing factors-cost 165
4.41
0.98
121
4.44
0.97
of production*
Pricing factors171
4.10 1.19
123
4.37
1.03
grade of plants*
Pricing factors-the
164 4.24
0.98
120
4.33 1.09
market*
Advertising as %
171
2.75
6.58
123
1.40
3.82
of sales
Sales(in thousands, 170
523 152
123
192
493
rounded)
Values are rounded.
* Averaged responses from Likert scale, where 1 = not important, 5 = very important
Another set of information focused on the relative importance of selected
constraints on production and of the importance of particular factors in
price setting. Respondents were asked to use a 5 - level Likert scale to
rank these factors, where 1 was not important and 5 was very important.
Among production constraints, weather, availability of markets, and
particularly own management (almost a full point higher) were areas of
higher concern for the phone respondents. When factors important in the
firm’s price-setting policy were addressed, phone respondents ranked grade
of plants higher, while the two groups ranked cost of production and the
market (supply and demand in the marketplace) about the same. From this
description, the phone and mail respondents seemed to be higher and
lower in systematic ways. The phone respondents were smaller in sales,
had fewer employees, were less likely to use computers, advertised and
promoted less in relative terms, and sold a higher proportion to mass
merchandiser retailers. They ranked selected factors that affect business
expansion higher in importance compared to the mail survey respondents.
Significance to Industry: This research is significant to industry
through its contribution to research methodology. Industry leaders need
to know the status of the industry when they approach government
policy-makers with initiative ideas, or when legislative/regulatory change
is suggested by policy-makers. Quality information is essential for
appropriate response. This research suggests that evaluation of survey
data in terms of characteristics of non-respondents may show a different
profile compared to the mail survey methodology.
Literature Cited:
1. Brooker, J., R. Hinson and S. Turner. “Trade Flows and Marketing Practices
in the United States Nursery Industry: 1998.” Southern Cooperative
Series Bulletin No. 397, University of Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station, Knoxville, 2000. Also available online at http://web.utk.edu/
~brooke00/RESEARCH/cover397.htm
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The Mississippi Medallion Promotion Campaign
Norman Winter, Ken Hood, and David Tatum
Mississippi State University
Index Words: Promotional programs, marketing.
Nature of Work: The past five years have seen a tremendous growth in
plant promotional programs in the United States. The industry has long
embraced the All-America Selections and Perennial Plant of the Year
program, but the need was there for more. Now, however the competition is
industry efforts such as Proven Winners, EuroSelect and Fleuroselect have
now been joined by programs like Martha Stewart. There are Athens Select,
Texas Superstar, Louisiana Select, Arkansas Select, Georgia Gold Medal,
Florida Plant of the Year, Pennsylvania Plant of the Year and a host of
others including the Mississippi Medallion award program that started in 1996.
Can a state like Mississippi bring awareness to its award-winning plants
and stimulate sales for the growers and retailers? The answer is an
unequivocal yes. In 2000, the Mississippi Plant Selections Committee
selected the Panola as its first fall winning plant. The Panola is a cross
between the pansy and the viola and was available in six colors and a mix.
Results and Discussion: The Mississippi Plant Selections committee selected
the second week of October as the time to begin the promotional campaign. All
growers were notified in June of the award to have time to produce the plant. In
July all retailers were notified that the Panola Panache series was the winner for
the fall and that the promotion program would kick off the week of October 9-13.
Point-of-sale material in the format of 11” x 7” all weather billboards were
ordered from the John Henry Company based in Michigan. The point-of-sale
material acts as a silent salesman promoting the crop to the consumer.
The news release was written and distributed to newspapers to coincide
with the marketing campaign by garden centers. The article was published
in the following daily newspapers (circulation numbers are included). The
(Jackson) Clarion-Ledger, 111,291; The Daily Corinthian, 8,600; Hattiesburg
American, 28,621; Northeast Mississippi (Tupelo) Daily Journal, 39,796; The (Biloxi)
Sun Herald, 49,500; Picayune Item, 6,500; Starkville Daily News, 10,320; The
(Pascagoula) Mississippi Press, 54,720; (Columbus) Commercial Dispatch, 14,836;
Meredian Star, 21,896; (McComb) Enterprise-Journal, 12,270; The (Brookhaven)
Daily Leader, 7,200; and (Hernando) DeSoto Times Today, 7,200. Weekly
newspapers publishing the release on the Panola, were: Magee Courier, 3,750;
Tunica Times, 2,100; (Batesville) Panolian, 9,765; The (Taylorsville) Post, 2,000;
The Carthaginan, 5,400; The (Sardis) Southern Reporter, 2,311; The (Houston)
Times-Post, 15,000; (Bay St. Louis) Sea Coast Echo, 6,516; (Kosciusko)
Star-Herald, 8,500; The (Indianola) Enterprise-Toscin, 6,252; (Raymond) Hinds
County Gazette, 2,165; and the (Bay Springs) Jasper County News, 3,000.
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The Electric Power Association has a specialty publication, Today in
Mississippi, (305,000) that also published the article. The total circulation
reached was 744,209. The American Newspaper Association suggests
that to reach the total readership, 2.2 readers per household should multiply
the circulation coverage. The number 1,637,253 readers would reflect
this figure. Mississippi’s population is approximately 2.5 million people.
The Panola was presented on statewide Public Radio in Mississippi as
well as 20 independent stations on the mornings of October 11, 12, and
13. The Panola was featured on the Southern Gardening television news
segment October 4 through October 11. The segment airs on the number one
station in each Mississippi market as well as on Farmweek on Educational
Television. An estimated 465,000 viewers watched the segment on the Panola.
In 1999 there were no Panolas sold in the state of Mississippi. In 2000,
the year of the promotion, this changed. Three growers of differing sizes
were surveyed to gauge the effectiveness of the program. Grower (A) produced
252,000 plants and quickly sold out. There was even a business in Las Vegas,
Nevada that read about the Panola and tried to get the grower to ship some
to that location. Another grower (B) sold 18,900 Panolas and grower (C)
sold 12,600, and both sold out quickly and had to turn other customers away.
The pansy-type market is hard to impact substantially with new plants because of
the sheer number of varieties available. The first fall winning plant had growers
contemplating whether or not an impact could be made. The consensus from
the growers is that they should have grown more and would the next year.
Mississippi growers also have come to realize that the Mississippi Medallion
plant is sought after the year of the promotion as well. In 1999, the Mississippi
Plant Selections Committee chose Biloxi Blue Verbena as the Mississippi
Medallion award winner. There were none of these sold in 1998.
In 1999, with another promotional campaign similar to that of the Panola, grower
(A) sold 16,000 six-inch containers and 2000 hanging baskets. Grower (B) sold
14,000 six-inch and grower (c) sold 500. In the year 2000 with no promotion,
grower (A) sold 10,000 six-inch containers, grower (B) sold 6,000 six-inch
containers and grower (C) sold 500. One retailer (D) sold 2000 gallons of Biloxi
Blue in the year of the promotion and 2000 one-gallon containers the year after.
Significance to Industry: The Mississippi Medallion is making an impact
in the Mississippi green market. Name recognition is being developed
and consumer confidence is high. Large states with larger industries are
taking notice of the program in Mississippi. Seed companies are seeking
Mississippi out, wanting their plant to be chosen as a Mississippi Medallion
winner. This is a testimony to the effectiveness of the program. State
wide promotion programs benefit all industry participants from growers to
retailers. The benefits do not stop at state lines but spread throughout the
region helping to educate consumers and stimulate demand.
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An Examination of Changing Needs of Professionals in
Green Industry: Cultivating Green Industry Professionals
S.P. Singh, E.Ekanem, S. Muhammad, F. Tegegne, A. Akuley-Amenyenu
Tennessee State University, Nashville
Index Words: Green Industry, business, changes, educational programs
Nature of work: Background - Goal of the America 2000 strategic plan
for U.S. education emphasizes the need for U.S. educational institutions
“to change dramatically the way they teach and what they teach” so as to
better train the workforce to compete in the emerging global economy.
Changes in agriculture and in the total economy, including the nursery
and green house industry, commonly referred to as the “green industry,”
have influenced and defined the kinds of jobs available and the types of
skills required for such jobs.
The green industry continues to enjoy a prosperous position in America.
The producers in the industry continue to enjoy excellent growth without
federal assistance or other production or marketing incentives (Singh).
However, growers as well as some wholesale retail firms, have lost
potential market shares due to rising costs and foreign competition.
Today’s successful business is one that is managed by a person with a
clear grasp of not only production but also marketing principles. The
demand for nursery products has been changing from primarily that of
“necessity” purchases to a larger portion of “discretionary income” purchases.
Demand has increased in the last two decades as discretionary income
increased. As a result, a new elastic market has emerged. An elastic
demand market is not as price sensitive (unstable) and, consequently,
provides opportunities to increase volume, in order to generate profit.
This is in contrast to under elastic demand where producers have to rely
primarily on cost efficiencies. An elastic demand market for green
industry products therefore provides a multitude of opportunities to
increase volume without drastic price declines.
Changing markets and evolving technologies are two major forces creating
investment and employment opportunities, as well as adjustment problems,
in the green industry (1). As the opportunities in green industry grow, so does the
need for better-educated and qualified employees in the industry. To keep
pace with changing needs, the educational programs need to change
and expand curriculum to address technology, business management,
marketing, accounting and environmental issues and fill new industry
requirements. The nursery business is changing fast, and to increase
profits, nursery growers must be knowledgeable about both cost of production
and marketing. Poor marketers and producers hinder growth (Higginbothom).
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Discussion: The Changing Green Industry and its Needs: The green
industry is changing and the business is now more market -driven.
Better educated and informed consumers are raising product
expectations in their quest for value and using the Internet to seek
more information and buying options. Today’s fast, dynamic markets
make it difficult to keep up with both customers and competitors.
Technology is not only changing the how and when products are
produced but also has changed job requirements. For example,
workforce needs to work in teams and therefore, efficient communication
is especially important. It is more important than in the past for
employees to be able to communicate effectively in the workplace.
On the business side consolidation has been the hottest topic in the
industry in the past few years. And it is happening at all levels- growers,
retailers, suppliers, or floral wholesalers. Nursery growers are
consolidating in response to the changes in their customer base – a
shift from several smaller retailers to fewer but larger retailers selling
greater volumes. Some growers have used marketing co-ops to
successfully meet the demands of big retailers (mass- merchandisers)
but others have established market dominance through acquisition
financed by outside investors (Onofrey). In general, nursery growers
wholesale their crops to landscaping firms and retail outlets or sell
directly to consumers. In the last quarter century large garden centers
that offer one-stop shopping for home gardeners have dominated the
retail market. These outlets have been very successful at selling their
products. Garden center sales have been brisk, but the competition has
been stiff and they need help tapping the market. In recent years
mass- merchandisers and home improvement chains have cornered a
good share of market. To remain profitable, garden centers need to
identify their market riche, develop marketing and service programs
while containing costs.
Development of effective marketing strategies and product promotion
has become more important. There is need for putting together
innovative programs for mega retailers as well as small independents.
Reaching out to consumers through electronic and other media and
informing them of products has never been this important. Another
trend in the industry has been “blooming” of crop lines. Woody
ornamental growers are moving into bedding plants and bedding plant
growers are adding perennials. Producing a broader crop mix (i.e.
diversification) allows growers to satisfy many of their customers’
product needs as a one-stop supply source and minimize losses during
downturns in economy or under unfavorable climatic conditions.
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Explosions in genetics or new product development also opening up
new marketing programs. For example, growers are offering different
plants that will bloom all spring and summer. These technological
developments are driving changes in the market.
Educational Programs
These trends mean that new educational programs must be developed
to better serve the demands and interest of new groups of stakeholders.
These changes have raised very different issues within the green industry.
One of the main issues of concern for the green industry currently is
finding the right kind of trained workers. In a healthy economy they have
to attract people to work with soil and plants and still remain competitive.
Businesses in the green industry are having tough times and want to
know how they can get people to work for them, and they need help
training them. Colleges and universities may assist in training workers for
green industry in three ways:
1. Modernizing and updating current curriculum and developing new
programs to meet the current needs of businesses. For example, a
major in “Landscape Contracting” that would train students in the
science, art, and business of landscape design, installation and
maintenance. Another major that could be of great importance to
green house growers and large retailers could be “Greenhouse and
Flower Business Management.” This major may combine plant
science, marketing, sales and salesmanship, and accounting
courses. In general, existing majors should include not only science
courses but also new courses in business, marketing, sales and
salesmanship, accounting and computers should be added. Another
aspect that is important is to develop communication and interpersonal
skills which are often mentioned by businesses as lacking in college
graduates. It may be useful to add a capstone management course,
which would use problem-solving case studies that would require
critical thinking. Students would bring their science, production, and
business training to bear on scenarios that challenge their abilities
with real-world dilemmas. Providing students the appropriate
experiential learning through internships and other means should be
an integral part of any program.
2. Training and technical assistance provided by Extension programs
through continuing and distance education, technology transfer for
business operators, and their employees are important. It should be
a kind of one-stop shopping. Helping businesses to provide work
place education for employees would be quite beneficial for medium
and small businesses.
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3. Another way universities and colleges could help specific green
industry businesses is by developing appropriate short courses to be
offered by experts at or off-campus locations. These courses could
focus on training and retraining existing employees for specific tasks
or skills, new and developing markets, developing salesmanship,
and informing them of dealing with regulatory or safety policies.
While some businesses need help educating sales people and field
workers, others may need help training managers to handle supervisory
responsibilities. Businesses may want help in training their beginning
middle managers as to how to motivate workers, how to plan and
organize the workday, and how to delegate tasks to serve customers
better. Special short courses can be developed and offered to meet
these needs of businesses by higher education institutions.
Significance to Industry: Relatively strong economy and demographics
indicate increased interest in gardening and beautification. Rising input
and overhead costs, a national labor shortage, competition and regulatory
compliance costs will require growers to manage more efficiently. This
will put pressure on businesses to seek well trained workers and continuously
retrain workers to complete in an ever changing business climate. The
industry will require assistance in educating professionals to work in
horticultural industries and educating their clientele. What is needed is
the interdisciplinary approach to learning, making programs broader and
not narrowly focused to train workers to compete in a global, diverse
economy. The right kinds of programs that keep pace with changes
could help industry to remain competitive and profitable.
Literature Cited:
1. Singh, Surendra P. 1999. “The Changing Structure of the U.S.
Green Industry: Factors Influencing Opportunities and Issues.” J. of
International Food and Agribusiness Marketing, 10(2): 65-83.
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Survey of Southern Growers of Annuals and Perennials
Bridget Behe, Kathleen Kelley, Jim Heilig, and Rachel Walden
Dept. of Horticulture,Michigan State University
Index words: Marketing, sales trends
Nature of Work: The Season Sales Summary, funded by GMPro
magazine, The Ohio Florists Association, and Bedding Plants International,
is a yearly survey of garden plant (annuals and perennials) growers to
identify sales trends of individual crops, adding to the more general
information collected annually by the USDA (http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/
reports/nassr/other/zfc-bb/). The survey contains a geographically
diverse sample, drawing from 38 states. In 2000, researchers used a
questionnaire, cover letter, and envelope similar to those used in the past
years, with a “scantron” format, in an attempt to increase accuracy in
completion as well as analysis of the data. Two separate mailings were
sent to 2094 Ohio Florists Association and Bedding Plant International
members. In late July and early August, 2000, researchers mailed survey
forms and envelopes to U.S. producer-members of OFA (1541) and BPI (503).
Results and Discussion: Of those survey forms mailed, we received
235 responses, for an 11.2 percent response rate. The response rate this
year was approximately half of years past (12% in 1999, 20% in 1998, 20%
in 1997, 16% in 1996, 20% in 1995, and 22% in 1994). The low response
rate may be due, in part, to the complexity of the information requested.
Responses were received from 38 states. The greatest number of
responses came from Ohio (36), which accounted for 15 percent of the
total. The states from which we received the greatest number of responses
were: Michigan (10%), Pennsylvania (9%), Wisconsin (7%) and New York
(8%). Twenty-four percent of the responses came from states in the North
[CT, DE, ME, MA, MD, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI], 25 percent from East-central
states [MI, OH], 27 percent from North-central states [IA, ID, IL, IN, MN,
MT, MO, NE, OK, WI], 15 percent from the South [AL, FL, GA, KY, LA,
MS, NC, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV], and 7 percent from the West [AZ, CA,
CO, HI, NM, OR, WA]. Further analyses were conducted comparing
Southern states to the rest of the sample to identify any differences in
sales trends for annuals and perennials.
Growers from the South had significantly higher annual, perennial, and
total sales in 1999 (table 1). Gross sales were reported both in total and
by crops and average (mean) total gross sales for 1999 was $1.786
million, a relatively high average brought up by almost 9 percent of firms
reporting sales greater than $2,000,000. The range of gross sales
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reported was between $2,700 to $53 million. The median gross sales
(gross sales reported by the firm ranked in the middle of all respondents)
for 1999 was $600,000, up $100,000 from 1999. The median shows that
50 percent of the participants had revenues of less than $600,000. An
average (mean) gross sales was calculated for those who sold each
category of plants. Southern growers had a higher average for sales of
annuals, perennials (nearly 10 times the average for other states), and
flowering plants, creating an overall higher average sales.
Participants were asked to compare the 1999 and 2000 seasons in terms
of units grown, prices, and total sales. In our survey last year, 72.7 percent
of the respondents said they planned to market more flats and packs grown
for the 1999 season and 6.2 percent reported they planned to decrease
marketing. Actual increases in units sold was reported by 64.7 percent of
the firms. Only 7.2 percent decreased production units and 24.7 percent did
not change production units more or less than 1 percent. Here, there were
no differences in responses from Southern growers compared to others.
Sixty-eight percent of the respondents changed prices in 2000. Most were
minor increases of less than 5 percent. Around 29 percent of the respondents
changed prices by less than 1 percent. Fully 68 percent of the respondents
raised prices, while none of the respondents reported lowering prices.
Fifty-seven percent raised prices 1 to 5 percent, 10.6 percent raised prices
6 to 10 percent, and 0.4 percent raised prices more than 10 percent. Similar
price increases were implemented in the South compared to other states.
Survey participants were asked to indicate the percentage of their crop
sold to several retail outlets listed on the survey form (table 2). Percentages
were normalized to total 100 percent. Only one difference was observed
in Southern growers compared to the remainder of the sample. Southern
growers sold significantly more product to landscape contractors than the
average for other states. Nearly 20 percent percent of respondents sold
to garden centers, with nearly half of the firms not selling any product to
garden centers. Sales to nurseries averaged approximately 10 percent,
mass-merchandisers 22 percent, and 32 percent to their own retail operation.
We asked how far plants were shipped. On the average, respondents
shipped plants 1795 miles, with a median of 75 miles, with no differences
in market area for Southern growers compared to the rest of the U.S.
Regression tree analysis showed that mileage of shipment area (or
market area circumference) was the single most important variable in
determining sales of annual plants.
One of the more important findings of the survey are individual sales
trends for annual and perennial plant species/cultivars. For annuals,
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geraniums (vegetative) remained the top seller, as they have for over
three decades, accounting for 13.2 percent of the total crop, with an
excellent “grade” rating of 1.6 (1=A or excellent, 2=B or very good).
Second to geraniums were impatiens, with an equally high rating (1.6),
but accounting for slightly less of the crop: 11.3 percent Third in sales
was petunia with a slightly lower rating (1.7) and production percentage
(7.5%). Rounding out the top four was New Guinea Impatiens (grade
2.0, 6.7% of production). Pansy followed impatiens with a higher grade
and accounted for 5.7 percent of production. Geranium from seed,
marigold, begonia, vinca, and “all vegetables” rounded out the top 10
annuals. Combining the percentages of production, the top ten annual
bedding plants accounted for 66.3 percent of production.
The top ten perennial species reported by our participants were: hosta
(7.9% of production, excellent grade of 1.8), Hemerocallis, Coreopsis,
ornamental grasses, Salvia, Echinacea, Rudbeckia, Phlox, Clematis, and
Heuchera. Grades for all the listed species were less than 2.5., yet five
of the annual plant species received grades lower than 2.5.
Significance to Industry: Bedding plant production continues to expand
the floriculture industry, with growth in units of annuals and perennials
sold. Growers represented in this survey sold significantly greater
amounts of annuals and perennials when compared to growers from
other states. However, producers in Southern states are similar in growth
areas and market expansion to other survey participants. Industry growth
should continue, with similar increases expected in the South and other
regions of the U.S.
Table 1. Gross sales for product lines and 1999 total for respondents in
Southern states compared to the remainder of the U.S.
Product line

South

Annuals
Perennials
Fresh Cut
Flowers
Flowering
Plants
Foliage Plants
Woody Plants
1999 Total

Others

Average( mean)

Median

$2,080,703 $715,785*
$1,158,038 $188,042*
$55,333
$611,298

$963,803.23
$399,662.22
$765,001.60

$262,500.00
$50,000.00
$155,000.00

$845,956

$438,456*

$543,016.10

$130,000.00

$280,500
$389,818
$4,113,350

$270,726
$313,642.84
$290,178
$429,274.03
$1,351,368* $1,786,325.90

Sales
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Table 2. Market channels of distribution for bedding plants grown in 2000.

Market
Channel
South
Garden centers 19.6%
Nurseries
10.5%
Mass
18.7%
merchandisers
Own retail outlets 31.5%
Landscape
10.0%
contractor
Others
9.6%

Average
percentage
(normalized
mean)
19%
10%
22%

Others
17.4%
10.5%
21.5%

Percentage of
respondents
who sold
nothing through
this outlet
49.4%
81.7%
83.4%

33.3%
5.9% *

32%
6%

43.0%
54.9%

11.4%

11%

77.4%

Table 3. Marketing trends of annuals in 2000.
Crop

Grade
(average)1
1.6

Percent

Best selling
Cultivar
America

Geranium
13.2
(cutting)
Hybrid Impatiens 1.6
11.3
Super Elfin
Petunia
1.7
7.5
Wave
New Guinea
2.0
6.7
Celebration
Impatiens
Pansy
1.8
5.7
Bingo
Geranium(seed) 2.6
5.1
Pinto
Marigold
2.0
5.0
Boy Series
Begonia
1.9
4.9
Cocktail
Vinca
2.1
3.6
Cooler
All Vegetables 2.3
3.3
Cucumbers
Tomatoes
2.0
3.1
Better Boy
Annual Salvia
2.3
2.8
Victoria Blue
Ageratum
2.2
2.7
Hawaii
Dusty Miller
2.3
2.6
Silver Dust
Peppers
1.0
2.5
California Wonder
Verbena
2.3
2.5
Romance
Annual Dianthus 2.2
2.5
Telstar
Snapdragon
2.2
2.5
Tahiti
Zinnia
2.1
2.5
Dreamland
Portulaca
2.3
2.1
Sundial
Celosia
2.6
1.9
New Look
Melampodium 2.5
1.8
Showstar
Cole Crops
2.8
1.3
Broccoli
Gomphrena
2.9
1.3
Buddy
Annual Phlox
2.9
1.2
21st Century
1
1=A, 2=B, 3=C, 4=D
2
Percent reporting that cultivar as their “best cultivar”
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Percent
Reporting2
21.7
36.3
35.4
23.1
24.1
18.9
18.9
23.6
37.3
28.8
29.2
23.1
43.9
66.5
27.8
19.3
24.1
23.6
23.1
53.8
17.0
15.6
35.8
23.6
11.3
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Table 4. Sales trends of perennial plants.
Crop

Grade
(average)1

Hemerocallis 1.7
Hosta
1.8
Coreopsis
1.8
Echinacea
1.8
Rudbeckia
1.8
Clematis
1.8
Ornamental 2.0
Grass
Salvia
2.0
Verbena
2.0
Delphinium
2.0
Dendranthemum 2.0
Phlox
2.2
Dianthus
2.2
Digitalis
2.2
Heuchera
2.3
Aquilegia
2.3
Hibiscus
2.3
Astilbe
2.3
Gaura
2.3
Primula
2.4
Veronica
2.4
Achillea
2.5
Iris
2.5
1
2

Percent

Best selling
Cultivar

Percent
Reporting2

6.4
7.9
5.5
4.8
4.5
4.4
5.4

Stella de Oro
H. albo marginata
Moonbeam
Magnus
Goldstrum
Jackmanii
Dw. Blue Fescue

41.0
20.3
30.2
36.3
43.9
29.7
13.7

4.9
4.2
3.9
3.8
4.4
3.8
3.5
4.3
4.0
3.7
3.7
2.8
4.1
3.3
3.7
3.0

May Night
Homestead Purple
Magic Fountain
Alaska
P. subulata
Sweet William
Foxy
Palace Purple
McKana
Disco
Fanal
Siskiyou Pink
Pacific Giant
Sunny Border Blue
Summer Pastels
I. siberica

25.9
15.6
22.2
20.3
25.0
16.5
23.1
26.9
14.2
13.2
12.7
17.9
18.9
21.7
17.0
9.0

1=A, 2=B, 3=C, 4=D
Percent reporting that cultivar as their “best cultivar”
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Poinsettia Marketing - Outside the Box
Ken Hood, David Tatum, and Clarence Watson
Mississippi State Universirty
Index Words: Poinsettia, marketing seasonal plants, test marketing.
Nature of Work: Poinsettias are high demand potted plants with excellent
market opportunities. Although poinsettia sales mainly occur during a
five-week period leading up to Christmas Day, sales far exceed other
potted plants annually. Sales data shows poinsettia sales more than
double that of the second place year-round, potted chrysanthemum
(Johnson). Historically poinsettias have an extremely short market
window with tremendous demand. It is one of the most seasonal crops
produced. Why is the poinsettia limited to the Christmas season?
Consumers have been conditioned to expect to purchase poinsettias at
Christmas and then not have them available until the next Christmas
season. Poinsettias are not restricted by production to only the Christmas
season. Greenhouse production of poinsettias can occur year round. The
problem is finding a market for poinsettias outside the Christmas season.
Numerous poinsettia varieties exist and are sold in many shapes and sizes
(Barnes). Specialized Mini Poinsettias: plants ranging in size from 3 - 5
inches tall. Pinched Plants: mostly grown in 5 - 8 inch pots, pinched to increase
the number of lateral branches on each plant. Baskets: pot size ranges from
10 to 20 inches and will support 3 to 5 plants per basket. Straight Up: plants
grown in 5 - 8 inch pots but the plants that are not pinched may have 3 to 4 plants
per pot. Trees: 10 - 12 inch pots with a plant that has a 2 to 3 foot trunk. Several
colors exist but red is predominately the major color of choice in the market.
What if we get “outside the box” of normal thinking and expand the imagination
to think about selling poinsettias at different times of the year. It will take
a major effort to reeducate the consumer but the opportunities could be
remarkable. In 1998, more than 58 million poinsettia plants were sold at an
estimated value of almost $212 million dollars. Those numbers equate to
one person out of five purchasing poinsettias in the United States. All that
activity took place in a period of about five weeks. What is the potential for
the market if the consumer had more windows of opportunity to buy plants?
Results and Discussion: A test market was planned to determine
consumer acceptance of a large tree-type plant with smaller plants filling
space under the large plant. Plants were started in May of 2000 for use
in a small test market during the holiday season in December of 2000.
The plants were produced in 16-inch diameter pots with a pot depth of 7
inches. The pots were equivalent in volume to a 5-gallon container.
Finished plants were 2.5 to 3 feet tall. Around the large plant three 5.5inch pots were placed. This arrangement made an impressive full foliage
product. Some plants were arranged with the same color small plants as
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the tree. Other units were prepared using small plants that differed in
color from the host tree. The small plants were put into the potting
medium of the tree in their pots. Holes were dug in the tree potting medium
so small potted plants could be removed or changed with little effort.
Three garden centers in Mississippi were chosen to test market the
combination plants. The garden centers were located in the north,
central, and south areas of the state. The managers were given freedom
to set their own price for the large combination plants. Also, an open
house at Mississippi State University was held to expose the public to
the different poinsettia varieties available. The open house had several of
the large combination plants on display in various color combinations.
Visitors to the open house and customers at the garden centers were
given the opportunity to fill out a survey form about their poinsettia purchases
and preferences, including questions about the large combination plants.
The survey was conducted for one week prior to Christmas week. Sixty
survey forms were useable and resulted in the following information: Fifty
percent of those surveyed said they normally purchased plants in the 5 - 8
inch pot size. Sixty-two percent said they purchased poinsettias between
December 8 and 14. Sixty-six percent surveyed were female. Fifty-one
percent had annual household income above $50,000 dollars. Seventy
percent said they purchased more than 2 poinsettias each year. Eighty-four
percent said they would purchase the large 16-inch combination plants.
Fifty-seven percent indicated they would pay in excess of $50 dollars per
large plant. Seventy-one percent chose red as their preferred color.
Two of the garden centers reported sales of the large combination plants
while the third garden center only used their plants as decor and promotional
items. One garden center reported sales of several large combination plants
ranging between $59 and $75 while the other garden center reported selling
the large combination plants for $100 to $125 per unit. All three garden
centers reported good consumer reaction to the plants but most serious
inquires came from commercial accounts, such as banks and shopping malls.
Significance to Industry: Large combination plants may offer another
market niche for some growers and retailers. This is an attempt to offer
the consumer something a little different outside the traditional poinsettia.
Next year the test will be expanded to test possible markets for poinsettias
outside the traditional holiday season.
Literature Cited:
1. Barnes, Larry, Bastiaan Drees, Charles Hall, and Don Wilkerson,
Poinsettia Producers Guide, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
The Texas A&M University System.
2. Johnson, D., Horticulture Yearbook, October 1999, Economic
Research Service, United States Department of Agriculture.
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Telephone Survey Results Show that Home Landscapes
are Important to Consumers
Meredith Phares, Kathleen Kelley, and Bridget Behe
Michigan State University
Index Words: Home landscapes, telephone survey, marketing
Nature of Work: To find the latest plant-related trends and educational
information consumers are visiting traditional nurseries and garden
centers (Burrell, 1998). As plants and their popularity continue to increase,
more consumers are shopping at home improvement stores for gardening
products. In 2000, forty-one million households purchased their lawn
and garden products at these stores with an additional 33 million shopping
at garden centers, and 20 million purchasing their lawn and garden
goods through mass merchandisers (National Gardening Association, 2000).
Kmart, capitalizing on Martha Stewart’s expanding product-line to compete
in the lawn & garden market attracts new customers who are not currently
shopping the discount channel (Negley, 2000). To compete, independent
businesses have been relying on service and selection to entice consumers
to shop at their nurseries and garden centers. (LeDuc, 1995).
With Americans improving and maintaining their landscapes and spending
$50.9 billion in 1999 to do so, according to National Gardening Association
data cited by the International Turf Producers Foundation (Research Alert,
2001), garden centers and nurseries need to continue expanding their
product offering and services necessary for consumer to enjoy this activity.
Four hundred and twenty-five households in Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland
Michigan Region, with an estimated population of 1,060,500 (Sales and
Marketing Management, 2000), were contacted by Team Telcom Inc., East
Lansing, Mich., on December 7, 2000. Households were selected at random
from the following counties: Allegan, Kent, Muskegon, and Ottawa to comprise a
sample representative of the market area. Each household was contacted
once, with alternate households contacted if the resident did not answer. The
household contact was then asked a total of seven gardening and plant
purchasing questions and six demographic questions. Each survey took two to
five minutes to complete. Funding for this research was provided by a
grant awarded by the Western Michigan Flower Growers Association.
Results and Discussion: The majority of participants said they bought
annuals and perennials, with 28% purchasing plant material in garden
centers, greenhouses or nurseries and 12% purchasing from large chains
(Table 1). Participants were asked why they chose to shop at a particular
store. Selection or variety ranked highest at 16%, with participants rating the
importance of a combination of reasons (selection or variety, product quality,
service or knowledge, price, and location) slightly less at 15%. Produce
quality alone ranked third at 10%. When tested for significance, several
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differences between demographic groups were apparent with regards to
outdoor plant purchases in 2000. Of those who responded, women were
more likely to purchase outdoors plants (83% vs. 66% of males) (Table
2). Similarly, households with ≥ 2 adults were more likely to purchase
outdoor plants (82%) than households with only 1 adult resident (71%).
Of the 90% of participants who stated that they owned their own home,
they were more likely to purchase outdoor plants (86%) than those who rented
their home (33%). Homeowners were also more likely to spend ≥ $200 on lawn
and garden supplies than those who rented (50% vs. 18%). Results were
similar for participants who had income levels of ≥ $75,000 a year. More of
these participants purchased outdoor plants than those with a lower income
(90% vs. 77%) and spent ≥ $200 on lawn and garden supplies (65% vs. 44%).
Participants with a higher income were also more likely to spend ≥ $75 on
outdoor plants (64% vs. 42%) than participants with an income of ≤ $75,000.
Those participants who had 13 or more years of education, indicated that
they were very likely to know a lot about home gardening (56%) than
their counterparts with 12 or less years of education (46%). While larger
families, ≥ 3 in the household, were more likely to spend ≥ $75 on
outdoor plants (56%) than families of ≤ 2 individuals (41%).
Based on survey results, few differences were apparent, other than purchasing
outdoor plants or amount spent on these plants and related supplies, when
responses were analyzed by demographic characteristics. We saw the
greatest number of these differences for participants from households with
higher income levels. Intuitively, those with an income of ≥ $75,000 spent
more on plants and lawn and garden supplies than their counterparts.
Other than examining whether participants knew “a lot about home
gardening,” there were no differences in participants with answers to
questions about knowledge, interest and attitudes concerning gardening
and outdoor plant care. A difference was apparent for participants with
varying levels of education. Those with ≥13 years of education were
more likely to respond with a positive answer. If participants had an
initial gardening interest, a higher level of formal education may have
encouraged them to also have a better understanding of home gardening.
Using these survey results, marketers can better focus on participant
responses to questions regarding outdoor plant purchases and knowledge
about gardening. By analyzing data segmented by demographic responses
we can identify people who would be “very likely” to purchase landscape goods.
Marketers who use these results can better identify individuals who have a high
level of interest in their products and new concepts on the cusp of development.
Significance to the Nursery Industry: A survey conducted by American
Demographics reported that 44% of gardeners want to be outdoors to be
around beautiful things, relax, and stay active (Dahlin, 2000), thus
accounting for considerable plant and related gardening purchases every
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year. With high involvement and enjoyment in home gardening, consumers
may take necessary steps to learn more about subjects such as plant selection,
culture, and care. In turn consumers will continue to spend money on plant
products and services, with the nursery industry gaining a direct benefit.
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Table 1. Participants’ responses (in percent) to questions regarding plant
material purchased, stores plant material was purchased from and reasons
for shopping at stores in 2000.
Variable
Type of
plant
material
bought in
2000

Didn’t
purchase
plant
material
24

Didn’t
Types of
purchase
stores plant
plant
material was material
purchased
from a
from
store: 22
Reasons for Didn’t
Selection
shopping purchase
or
at a
Variety
material
particular
16
or didn’t
store
purchase at
store: 26

Participants’ Responses (%)
Shrubs
Annuals
Vegetables
and
and
and
other
perennials
other 3
4
66
Garden
Center,
Greenhouse
or Nursery
28
Combination of
reasons
15

Markets
and other
26

Quality
of
product
10
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Service
or
Knowledge
9

Don’t
Know 12

Price
6

Don’t
Know
3

Large
Chains
12

Location
5

Don’t
know
13
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The Economic Impact of the Green Industry in Texas
Charles R. Hall and Melissa K. Jupe
Texas A&M University
Index words: Economic impact, green industry, competition.
Nature of Work: In 2000, the industry-wide economic impact study for
the green industry was updated from the previous data collected in 1993.
The Texas Nursery and Landscape Association sponsored this study, which
was conducted by faculty in the Department of Agricultural Economics at
Texas A&M University. The main purpose of the study was to ascertain
the total economic impact of the Green industry and related sectors on
the state economy of Texas. The Green industry is comprised of allied
input suppliers, wholesale growers, various intermediaries such as
horticultural distribution centers, retail garden centers, landscape firms,
and home centers and mass merchandisers who have specialized lawn
and garden departments. The specific objectives of this study were:
1. To identify the major Green industry-related sectors and their economic
magnitudes.
2. To ascertain the management activities by sector and the resulting
expenditures.
3. To estimate the cost components of environmental plant-related
activities by sector.
4. To estimate the overall economic impact of the turfgrass industry by
incorporating the results of this study with the Texas Input-Output Model to
arrive at the multipliers which show the potential revenue, cost, incomes, and
employment as a result of green industry and associated industry activities.
The survey data collected were for the 2000 calendar year. All survey
procedures adhered to the widely accepted practices as outlined by
Dillman in the authoritative text: Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored
Design Method, 2nd Edition published by John Wiley (ISBN 0471323543).
The wholesale nursery grower, landscaper, and retail garden center mail
surveys were conducted using a list frame sample drawn from a population
listing obtained from the Texas State Comptroller’s office. The list was
sampled in a randomized manner in order to obtain unbiased estimates.
The data were edited and tabulated as reported on the mail questionnaire.
The desired accuracy for the study was set at ten percent.
For the wholesale growers, the desired accuracy was achieved with a
sample frame of 243. For the retail garden centers, the desired accuracy
was achieved with a sample frame of 219, and with landscape-related
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firms (contractors and maintenance firms), the accuracy was achieved
with a sample frame of 551. While it was very difficult to get firms to
respond even after numerous mailouts, phone calls, and replacement
surveys, the results seem in line with ex ante research expectations.
Results and Discussion: The green industry in Texas consists of allied
input suppliers, wholesale growers, retail garden centers, and landscape
firms. Home centers and mass merchants also represent a significant
portion of retail green industry sales. Total sales of these green industry
participants amount to $7.98 billion. Another $1.78 billion of economic
impact is generated in other sectors related to the green industry. Thus,
the total green industry economic impact for the state exceeds $9.76
billion dollars. A little over $373 million (4.7 percent) of green industry
sales stem from the export of products and services outside Texas to
other states and countries.
Economic impact of the green industry in the top five Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (MSA) illustrated above totals $4.87 billion. This is approximately
50% of the economic impact for the entire state. Other important MSA
regions include Lubbock, El Paso, and the lower Rio Grande Valley.
The green industry in Texas is an important employer within the state
representing in excess of 222,000 jobs. Nursery growers, retailers, and
landscape firms average 19, 23, and 42 employees per firm, respectively.
The majority of these employees are in the general labor category. Lawn
and garden departments of home centers (such as Home Depot and Lowes)
and mass merchants (such as Wal-Mart and Target) employ about a third of
the green industry employees. Firms in all categories expect an increase
in their labor force by as much as 30 percent over the next five years.
Economic value added is one of the single most important measures of
an industry’s contribution to the economy. It represents the difference
between sales revenues and the cost of purchased inputs, and includes
the value of employee wages and benefits, owner’s compensation,
dividends, capital outlays and business taxes paid. Economic value
added by the green industry in Texas totaled $6.46 billion, including $437
million in impacts of exports.
Containerized trees and shrubs, along with bedding plants, represent the
most commonly produced plant types by growers in Texas. These plant
categories represent 55 percent of the nursery/greenhouse sales. Potted
flowering plants and perennials are other important components of the industry.
The landscape industry offers a plethora of diversified services to lawn
and garden consumers. While landscape contracting (installation) and
maintenance represent the most common services offered, other services
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such as irrigation contracting, hardscaping (walls, fences, etc.), and
design are becoming more prevalent. Almost the same number of firms
provides services to residential and commercial accounts, with government
accounts being a distant third.
Retail firms selling green industry products averaged a total of 52,182
square feet of total display space per firm, with an average of 23 percent
devoted to hardline products (plant care, gifts, etc.) and 77 percent
devoted to green goods (plants). Two-thirds of green industry retailers
expect to increase their retail square footage by as much as 79 percent – a
healthy outlook for the retail portion of the green industry.
While consolidation continues to occur at all levels of the green industry,
the number of firms in the grower and landscape sectors has grown.
Market share at the retail level has steadied, with home centers, mass
merchandisers, and retail garden centers commanding a 38, 30, and 32
percent market share, respectively.
Structural changes have occurred throughout the green industry due to
recent enhancements in information technologies, as well as an increase
in the knowledge and sophistication of lawn and garden consumers.
Business-to-business alliances (B2B) are becoming more prevalent as a
means of offsetting the forces of consolidation. In addition, traditional
market outlets such as retail garden centers and landscape firms are
being augmented with various e-commerce outlets currently undergoing
commercialization. In such cases, “infomediaries” (intermediary firms
that provide valuable information to businesses operating in the various
e-commerce models) play an ever-increasing role.
Significance to the Industry: Due to the lack of industry-wide performance
and financial benchmarks, this information will be of interest to growers,
landscapers, and retailers when making production and marketing plans for
the future. It has already been extremely valuable in relating the importance
of the green industry to key legislators and regulatory agencies when making
decisions (regarding labor, water, pesticides, etc.) that impact the green industry.
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Market Analysis of the Capillary Mat Irrigation Technology
for Wholesale Nurseries in the Southeastern United States
Alan W. Hodges and John J. Haydu
University of Florida
Index Words: capillary mat, irrigation, plant nurseries, market analysis,
southeastern United States.
Nature of Work: Water use by horticulture businesses is a matter of great
public concern. Capillary mats are a technology that offers significantly
improved irrigation efficiency, but acceptance by horticulture producers has
been slow. A market study was conducted to determine the extent to which
nurseries in the southeastern U.S. would be receptive to utilizing capillary
mat irrigation. Focus group sessions were conducted with nursery owners
and managers in Florida to better understand issues affecting adoption of
the capillary mat technology. A telephone survey was conducted during
September-October, 2000 with wholesale nursery firms located in nine
southeastern states: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee. Interview
respondents were qualified as an owner, manager or other person knowledgeable
about purchasing practices of the firm, and surveyed firms were qualified as
having open field container production of woody ornamental plants for sale
in 1999. Telephone numbers were compiled for a sample of wholesale firms, in
proportion to the total population of firms in each state, and where possible,
sampling was concentrated on larger firms to maximize the share of the
total market covered. Lists of telephone numbers for growers in each state
were obtained from state government agencies and industry trade associations.
A total of 491 wholesale firms were interviewed for the study, with 61 percent
from Florida, followed by Georgia (17%), North Carolina (8%) and Alabama
(7%), as shown in Table 1. A total of over 10,000 wholesale nursery firms
were registered in these selected states, and the survey sample represented
about 5 percent of the population of firms. This sample has a margin of
error of plus-or-minus 3 to 5 percent for estimation of a proportion.
Table 1. Wholesale ornamental plant nurseries surveyed in the southeast
United States, 2000.
State
Population of Firms
Alabama
450
Arkansas
120
Florida
6,657
Georgia
1,717
Louisiana
500
Mississippi
125
North Carolina
264
South Carolina
184
Tennessee
NA
Total
10,017
570

Number Firms Surveyed
34
3
300
76
12
8
37
10
11
491
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Results and Discussion: Over half of the nurseries surveyed (51%)
were classified as small producers, with annual sales under $500 thousand,
while firms with sales of $500,000 to $2.4 million represented 29 percent,
and firms with over $2.5 million sales represented 7 percent. Despite their
fewer numbers, the largest producers generally account for the majority of
total industry output. A large number of firms (41%) had production areas
over 50 acres, 19 percent of firms had 25 to 49 acres, 20 percent had 10
to 24 acres , and 13 percent had less than 10 acres. In addition, 41 percent
of nurseries grew 50 or more species of plants, 19 percent produced between
25 and 49 species, and the remaining one-third of firms grew fewer than 25
plant species. For sampled growers, 83 percent had at least some
production of shrubs and small landscape materials, two-thirds had some
production of trees and large landscape materials, and 18 percent
produced some level of tropical plants, which was concentrated in Florida.
As a source of water for nursery irrigation, 75 percent of growers used
groundwater, 26 percent used public surface water such as lakes, ponds
or streams, and smaller numbers of firms used private (on-site) surface
water (11%), municipal potable water supply (3%), or municipal reclaimed
or recycled water (2%). Only 22 percent of nurseries indicated that their
water was metered or monitored by public agencies (Table 2). The degree
of monitoring can indicate the extent to which water is considered a scarce
resource by local governments, so apparently water is not currently a
regulatory issue for most nurseries (77%). In regard to water availability, 94
percent of firms indicated it was not a problem under normal conditions,
however, 23 percent stated that it was a problem under drought conditions.
Furthermore, 41 percent believed that water would be a problem for their
nursery in the future. Smaller firms tended to be more concerned about
this issue than larger ones. One explanation is that smaller firms may
have fewer options available than larger firms, hence their greater
degree of concern. In regard to the timing of water-related constraints in
the future, 16 percent of nurseries indicated it would be a problem within
a year, 35 percent within 5 years, and 36 percent in ten years or more.
Table 2. Summary of responses to water-related questions by wholesale
nurseries surveyed in the southeastern U.S., 2000
Margin
Question
Yes
No
Other a of Error
Is your water metered or otherwise regulated? 22% 77% 1%
3.1%
Is water availability a problem for your
6%
94% 0%
1.8%
nursery under normal conditions?
Is water availability a problem for your
23%
77%
0%
3.1%
nursery under drought conditions?
Do you believe water availability will be a
41%
50%
9%
3.5%
problem for your nursery in the future?
a

“Other” category includes “don’t know”, or refused to answer the question.

Nearly all firms surveyed (91%) currently used overhead sprinklers for
irrigation, while 44 percent also used micro-irrigation or drip systems.
Typically growers of trees and large landscape plants use drip systems
on their largest plants due to the wide spacing between containers. This
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conserves water and is economically feasible from a labor efficiency
standpoint since there are relatively few containers per unit area. Only 3
percent of nurseries used “ebb & flow” systems and fewer still (1%)
employed capillary mats for irrigation. Water runoff recovery or recycling
systems were used by 35 percent of firms. This rather high percentage of
growers who utilize a water conservation technology is interesting when
one considers their perceptions of water availability, and given the expense
involved in these technologies, it may suggest that there is greater concern
over water than was indicated earlier. When asked what type of irrigation
system they would use if they were forced to conserve water because of
limited supplies, over half (57%) indicated that they would use micro-irrigation
or drip systems, about one third (35%) would invest in a tailwater
recovery system, 19 percent would opt for cyclic or pulsed irrigation
control, and 6 percent would use a capillary mat system (Table 3).
Table 3. Types of systems that would be used to conserve water if
required, surveyed wholesale nurseries in the southeastern US, 2000
System
Percent of Respondents
Micro-irrigation or drip systems
57%
Tailwater recovery system
35%
Cyclic or pulsed irrigation control
19%
Capillary mat
6%
Other
22%
To obtain effective capillary rise with a capillary mat system, the potting
medium should consist of fine textured soil or peat as well as pine bark
that most growers use. The optimal mix for capillary rise, according to
production experts, would be one-third pine bark, one-third peat, and
one-third soil, which was used by only eight percent of respondents. The
most popular soil mix used by 30 percent of growers was 50 percent pine
bark, 40 percent peat, and 10 percent sand. If we assume these two
types of mix are acceptable for the capillary mat, then roughly 40 percent
of nurseries could potentially use it with their existing mix. Another
important variable influencing the effectiveness of a capillary mat system
is the type of containers used. Containers with holes on the bottom are
preferred because the soil will be in contact with the water from the mat.
Over half (51%) of producers used this type of container, while 49
percent used containers with holes in the sides of the pot but flush with
the bottom, and 10 percent used containers with side holes above the
bottom. Small and light containers are less effective because they will not
sink into the capillary mat as well as large, heavier containers. Most
nurseries (79%) utilized the 1-3 gallon size, while 55 percent used 5-7
gallon containers, 49 percent used containers 10 gallons or larger, and
34 percent used containers less than 1 gallon. A final factor affecting mat
efficiency is the slope of the production area, with a slope of less than 5
percent considered ideal. Fifty-two percent of nurseries indicated that
more than half of their nursery satisfied this requirements, and 45 percent
claimed that three-quarters of the production area met this standard.
In regard to potential interest in the capillary mat technology, roughly
one-fourth (24%) of growers indicated they were interested and 70
percent were not. When respondents were informed that the cost of the
capillary mat would be in the range of $0.33 to $0.41 per square foot,
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and asked if they considered it competitive with other water-conserving
technologies, 27 percent said it was, 50 percent said it was not, and 23
percent did not know. For those respondents who indicated an interest,
40 percent stated they would be willing to use a capillary mat system on
a trial basis. This result might indicate that even though most growers
believed it too expensive, a significant number felt it was worth further
investigation. Larger firms tended to be more interested in trying the
capillary mat. For firms in the two largest categories ($2.5-$5 million, greater
than $5 million), 55 and 70 percent, respectively, would be willing to try a
capillary mat system. Therefore, a marketing strategy targeting larger
producers would be more effective than a program that was non-discriminating.
Significance to the Industry: Results of the focus group interviews with
wholesale growers indicated significant concern regarding use of the
capillary mat system. Potential problems cited included weed growth from
seeds, rooting of plants into the mat, excessive heat from the black-colored
matting damaging roots, the types of soil mixes used by the industry, the
need for very flat production surfaces to avoid dry spots, a high initial
cost, and a short (2 year) life expectancy in Florida. Results of the
telephone survey of growers indicated greater interest in the capillary
mat system, however, three core issues impacting the adoption and use of
this technology were highlighted: water availability and use, current
production-related factors, and the initial cost. First, water availability was clearly
not an overriding current concern, but is a future concern among nurserymen. In many areas, particularly in Florida, water supplies are
currently abundant, but are dwindling due to urban encroachment, and
some restrictions are already adversely impacting nurseries. In states like
Georgia and the Carolinas, nurseries use water recovery systems not so
much for groundwater protection, but to meet nursery demand. It is anticipated
that in the next 3-5 years, most regions in the southeast will be affected by
greater water restrictions making the need for water conserving technologies
more necessary. As water supplies shrink, restrictions mount, and water
costs rise, new technologies that appear expensive today may not be tomorrow.
Production-related factors that impact use of the capillary mat system
include types and sizes of containers, soil media, and the slope of the
nursery production areas. Many nurseries have production areas that
satisfy slope parameters, utilize soil media that is adequate for capillary
rise, use containers with holes on the bottom of the pot, and utilize large
enough sizes to adequately compress the mat. This suggests that few
cultural practices used by nurseries will have to be changed, making adoption
easier. At the cost suggested for capillary mats, only 25 percent of nurseries
were interested and 27 percent felt it was competitive with similar technologies.
Interestingly, 40 percent would consider using it on a trial basis. This group
probably assumed that it would be provided at no cost. Even so, this does
indicate interest in the technology. A sales forecast was derived for the
capillary mat system, based on total area of open nursery crop production, the percentage of production that is containerized, and the percentage of nurseries in this study indicating an interest in the system. The
potential market was estimated at about 25,000 acres of production area.
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Strategic Market Opportunities for Turfgrass Producers
in the Southeastern United States
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University of Florida
Index Words: Buyer expectations, marketing, purchasing criteria,
respondents, sod, turfgrass.
Nature of Work: In 1998, a research project was undertaken to identify
strategies for increasing market demand for sod in the eastern United
States. Focus group sessions were initially conducted with turfgrass
buyer groups to identify critical factors influencing sod demand. This was
followed with telephone interviews of over 500 firms representing eight
(8) distinct Standard Industrial Classifications (SIC) in 26 eastern states.
Data were analyzed by geographic region, and type and size of business
size of business. In this report, results are presented for the southeastern
portion of the country (Table 1).
Results indicate that the problem confronting producers is not one of
demand, but ineffective approaches to marketing. Several key problems
surfaced as barriers to greater sales. First, rather than utilize traditional
marketing channels, nearly all sod is purchased at the wholesale level
directly from the farm, thereby overlooking many potential market niches
(Figure 1). Second, shipments were too large for many businesses in
the retail sector to handle, particularly garden centers with limited space.
Third, seasonally slow periods that could represent small “market
windows” for some producers, were not taken advantage of. Based on
these and other similar findings, six strategies to significantly expand
market demand were identified.

Table 1. Number respondents interviewed, by buyer category, in southeastern
United States,1999
Type of Business
General Contractors
Landscape Services
Retailers
Sports Turf
Total All Buyers

Number Respondents
41
65
44
68
218

1

Percent
11%
30%
28%
32%
100%

Southeast region includes Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida,
South Carolina, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, North Carolina.
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Figure 1. Purchasing sources for sod by all buyer groups in the southeastern
United States.

Results and Discussion: Unlike many other agricultural commodities
that utilize several marketing channels, such as shipping point marketing
firms or large integrated wholesalers, most sod is handled simply and
uniformly by passing directly from the farm to the consumer. Between 85
and 95 percent of all product was purchased at the farm gate. Brokers
represented the next substantial group, handling 13 percent of physical
volume but only 2 percent of dollar value. Retailers played an even
smaller role, with only 2 percent purchasing from these firms. This direct
mode of distribution is likely due to sod’s perishable nature, and the
considerable bulkiness and weight associated with it.
Table 2 presents data on the quantities and values of sod purchased by
four different types of buyers in the southeast. Interestingly, the dominant
group was not developers of residential sites, or sports turf groups, but
rather the retail sector. In this sample, nearly all (87 percent) of turf
moved through the retail sector, indicating their surprising market influence.
Normally one thinks of developers and landscape contractors as major
market outlets for sod, not retail firms. Such results indicate that this
rather non-traditional segment has gained a significant foothold in the
market, particularly in the southeast. It also suggests that a few very
large retailers were involved in substantial purchases thereby skewing
the results towards this sector. However, the retail sector was also
prominent in the other two regions of the country.

Desired Product Characteristics. Perhaps the most vital marketing function
is to determine the types of products that consumers want. Stated more
technically, producers need to match product characteristics with buyer
expectations. The closer the match, the happier the consumer, and the more
value they attach to that product. From a producer’s standpoint, value should
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translate into higher prices and greater quantities sold, which in turn suggests
higher profits. To determine buyer expectations regarding sod, three inter-related
questions were asked:(1) “What are the most important criteria you
consider when purchasing sod? (2) “What features do you like most
about sod?” (3) “What features do you like least about sod?” Respondents
were also requested to rank criteria from most-to-least important (Table 3).
Table 2. Average square feet purchased, by turfgrass buyer group in the
southeastern U. S. in 1999
Type of Buyer
General Contractor
Landscape Services
Retailer
Sports Turf
All Groups

Thousand Square Feet
350
3,455
36,315
1,405
41,526

Percent
1%
8%
87%
3%
100%

Purchasing Criteria. Sod quality was the number one attribute elicited by
the sample of firms, as indicated by a weighted value of 3.48. The reader
should note that, because these tabulations are weighted, even small
differences between values can be significant. For example, the variation
between quality and price is considerable since price is ranked at 2.42,
or more than one full point below quality. This large differential indicates
that sod quality is a far greater concern to the average buyer than is price.
The third most important feature was availability of supply, with a weighted
rank of 2.38. The last desired characteristic was delivery with a rank of 1.51.
Features Liked Most About Sod. Rapid establishment was the most
desired product feature with a 3.38 average weighted rank. Respondents
noted that sod provides a “finished, professional look” to their entire job,
in contrast to seed which generally conveys an image of work left undone. Attractive appearance was ranked second (2.86), which may be
related to rapid establishment. The last two features, erosion (2.30) and
weed control (1.36) are more functional attributes and were less important to respondents. However, erosion control was ranked higher than
weed control, possibly related to the fact that erosion can carry hefty
fines by local government authorities.
Features Liked Least About Sod. Three undesirable characteristics listed
were: a) high initial cost; b) heavy and dirty; and c) the substantial labor
requirements for installation. High initial cost was ranked first (3.21)
followed by labor (3.14) as the most disliked characteristics. Clearly
these characteristics are related -- the more labor that is required to
complete a job drives up overall costs. In both the case studies and
telephone interviews, cost became the overriding issue . Although “heavy
and dirty” was also cited repeatedly, it was not considered as important
(weight of 2.35), probably because most people recognize there is little that
can be done about it.
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Table 3. Importance of major product features affecting the purchase of
sod, differentiated by geographic region
1. Purchasing Criteria
Quality
Price
Availability Delivery
Weight
3.40
2.51
2.4 7
1.46
2. Features Liked Most
Weight

Rapid
Establishment
3.26

3. Features Liked Least High Initial Cost
Weight
3.19

Attractive
Appearance
2.81

Erosion
Control
2.42

Labor to Install
3.26

Weed
Control
1.33

Heavy & Dirty
2.39

Significance to the Industry: Sod producers are frequently seeking
new ways to sell more sod and add value to their product. Results of this
study have shown that abundant opportunities are available to accomplish both
objectives. To do so, producers are encouraged to consider implementing one
or more of the following six marketing strategies:

1. Diversify distribution — sod producers are too concentrated at the
farm/wholesale level and are foregoing numerous opportunities with
the retail sector and other smaller market niches.
2. Target architects and developers — since this group specifies
whether sod or seed is to be used, producers should target them
with descriptive, accurate and timely information that addresses the
advantages of sod.
3. Advertise more effectively — research indicates that sod producers
do not advertise enough, do not put their ads in the right places, and
do not consider the most appropriate market niches.
4. Improve quality and professionalism — quality was ranked as the
most important feature desired by buyers, yet it was also a major
complaint. Producer organizations need to promote quality by
providing more educational programs for their members.
5. Educate producers and consumers — although related to advertising, education should not be confused with it. The sod production
industry should become aggressive at designing, developing and
delivering educational material to both producers and consumers.
Quality should also be promoted by informing buyers of the many
positive features of sod.
6. Target off-season periods — producers are competing aggressively
with each other during peak seasons; but windows of opportunity are
available in the off-season for producers who are willing and able to
find them.
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Regional Differences in Horticultural Crop
Marketing Channel Selection:
A Review of U.S. Census of Horticultural Specialties Data
E. Ekanem, S. Singh, F. Tegegne, S. Muhammad, and A. Akuley-Amenyenu
Tennessee State University, Nashville
Index words: Horticultural specialties, marketing channel selection,
ranking, US Census data
Nature of Work: Effective marketing is important for success in business.
Consequently, analysis of channels used in marketing nursery crops and
products is very important. Many studies have analyzed the importance
of channel selection (Brooker and Witte; Ekanem, et al., 2000). According
to USDA estimates, a total of $10.6 billion were realized in U.S. horticultural
crop sales in 1998. The leading commodity group was nursery plants with
29.2% of all sales. This was seconded by annual bedding plants (16.3%),
potted flowering plants (8.2%), and cultivated mushrooms (8.1%). Turfgrass
sod, sprigs or plugs followed at 7.9% while cut Christmas trees represented
2.4% of these sales (USDA, 2000). The USDA Census of Horticultural
Specialties provides information on channels used in marketing horticultural
crops. About 25% of horticultural crops (excluding unfinished plants and
propagation materials), according to the USDA information, were marketed
through re-wholesalers while about 18% were marketed through retail garden
centers and nurseries in 1998. Landscape contractor outlet accounted for
14% of all sales compared to 13% marketed through direct sales, 7%
through super markets and grocery stores and 2.5% for retail florists (Figure 1).
The objective of this paper is to analyze existing regional differences in
choice of channels used in marketing of horticultural specialty crops in
the United States. To investigate regional differences in market channel
preferences, this paper computes the national values (in $) of horticultural
specialties marketed through ten selected channels recorded in the US
Census of Horticultural Specialties data for 1998. Next, the value of crops
marketed through these channels, were examined for each state. Subsequently,
the states (excluding Hawaii and Alaska) are assigned to one of four regions
(Table 1), using the categorization used by the National Agricultural Statistics
Service (NAAS, 1999). The following regions were used: Northeast —
CT, ME, MA, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI; Northcentral — IL, IN, IA, KS, MI, MN,
MO, NE, ND, OH, SD, WI; Southern — AL, AR, DE, FL, GA, KY, LA, MD,
MS, NC, OK, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV; Western — AZ, CA, CO, ID, MT, NV,
NM, OR, UT, WA, and WY. Finally, the differences in the value of shipments
through all marketing channels were examined. The value of specialties shipped
through each channel as a percentage of all shipments, were calculated
and used in computing percentages for each channel in each region (Table
1). Rankings, based on the value of shipment going through selected channels,
were compared to a national ranking constructed from the Census data. Rankings
were used to approximate preferences for selected channel with a high ranking
indicating a strong preference.
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Results and Discussion: The mean values of sales of horticultural crops
through the selected channels are presented in Table 1. Comparing mean
values obtained across the regions (Table 1), the northeastern region
preferred marketing through the following top three channels: re-wholesalers,
$48.6 million (27.6%), retail garden centers and nurseries, $34.3 million
(19.5%), and direct customer sales, $30.4 million (17.2%). The northcentral
region marketed most of its horticultural crops through direct sales, $37.5
million (24.4%), retail garden centers and nursery, $27.1 million (17.6%),
and landscape contractor, $23.7 million (15.4%). For the southern
region, the following channels were preferred: re-wholesalers, $58.0
million (25.1%), landscape contractors, $40.7, million (17.6%) and mass
merchandisers, $37.3 million (16.2%). Western preferences were for
re-wholesalers, $119.0 million (31.2%), retail garden centers and nurseries,
$59.9 million (15.7%) and mass merchandisers, $57.5 million (15.1%).
Using the value of sales, Table 2 shows the rankings by region for
marketing method used. Using the United States as the basis for
comparison, many of the regions differed in their preferences for marketing horticultural crops through direct sales. While the northcentral region
had the highest value of sales through this channel (ranked #1), the
northeast and western regions ranked it #3 and #6, respectively. Again,
in terms of the value of sales generated through each of the marketing
channels, all regions consistently showed low preference for marketing
through retail florists (ranked #7), interiorscapers and non-profit channels
(ranked #8 or #9), respectively. Re-wholesalers, retail garden centers
and nurseries, landscape contracts, and mass merchandisers remained
the top four choices of channels used in marketing of horticultural crops.
These differences in ranking of selected channels were consistent even
when percentages marketed through selected channels were examined.
Significance to the Industry: Findings reported in this paper have
important implications for the horticultural crop sector of the nursery
industry. It is just as important to carefully select the most effective
marketing channels to sell horticultural crops, as it is to sell the output
that has already been produced. Although this paper focused on existing
regional differences in marketing channel choice, there are serious
implications for individual firms trying to market their products. Regional
preferences for certain channels could provide useful information to nursery
producers. For the most part, this paper shows that there are discernable
regional preferences for channels used in marketing horticultural crops.
Regional preferences were, however, well aligned with the national
preference with the most deviations from the national trend being more
obvious in the direct marketing channel. The southern region lined up
well with the national data except for noticeable deviations in preference
for retail garden centers and nurseries, mass merchandising, and re-wholesale
channels. Data for more years will allow for a more comprehensive and
dynamic assessment of the stability of channel preferences over time.
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Added Value of a Powdery Mildew Resistant Dogwood
John R. Brooker and David B. Eastwood, Dept of Agricultural Economics
William E. Klingeman, Department of Horticulture & Landscape Design
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Index Words: Dogwood, price analysis, market demand, powdery mildew.
Nature of Work: As a nursery product, dogwoods are important to
Tennessee because combined retail and wholesale sales from Tennessee
nurseries accounted for 23.2 percent of the dogwood trees sold from
nurseries in the United States (1998 Census of Horticultural Specialties).
Since 1994, flowering dogwoods have been under assault from powdery
mildew, caused by Microsphaera pulchra (Klein, et al.). Research efforts
by the University of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture’s Dogwood Research
and Breeding Team have resulted in plant patent applications for three
promising clones in the Appalachian™ series of dogwoods (Witte et al.).
The discovery, development, and successful marketing of disease-resistant
flowering dogwoods should stimulate renewed interest and confidence
among consumers and nursery producers in this valuable ornamental
crop. To date, there has been little research to estimate consumer valuations
of patented disease-resistant plant materials. Nursery producers have
little guidance by which they can establish the wholesale or retail values
of pest or disease resistant plant materials such as the powdery mildew
resistant dogwoods.
The specific objectives of this study were to determine selected characteristics
about homeowners and their landscapes, consumer perceptions of
dogwood pest/disease problems, and the added value retail consumers are
willing to pay for patented dogwood trees resistant to powdery mildew.
In the spring of 2000, a survey questionnaire and display were created
for use at home and garden shows. The display presented pictures of
identical dogwoods, except one was infected with powdery mildew.
Pictures of healthy and diseased leaves were included. Brief statements
about the disease in easy-to-read language and print were part of the
display. As individuals passed by the display, they were asked to participate
in this data collection effort. Survey participants returned 147 completed
questionnaires at the “Dogwood Arts Festival Home and Garden Show”
in Knoxville, Tennessee. Respondents at the “Lawn and Garden Show”
in Nashville, Tennessee, returned 269 completed surveys.
Results and Discussion: Respondents were asked to identify their before
tax income categories for the previous year (Table 1). In both locations, the
majority of survey participants indicated above average household income.
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Thirty percent or fewer indicated household incomes were greater than
$100,000. In Knoxville, income for two-thirds of the participants did not
exceed $75,000. Nearly one-fourth of respondents in Nashville reported
incomes of $100,000 or more.
Based upon the distributions
of the income categories,
median incomes of the participants were estimated. Respondents in Nashville had the
highest median income of
$67,466, while in Knoxville the
median income was roughly 10
percent lower at $60,417.
Dogwood trees are an
ornamental staple in both
locations as reflected in 86 and 80 percent of respondents in Knoxville
and Nashville, respectively, have
dogwoods in their landscapes (Table
2). Powdery mildew was reported as
a problem among their dogwoods by
35 percent of the Nashville respondents
(Table 3). For Knoxville, a much
smaller 18 percent of the respondents
recognized powdery mildew as a
concern. In both cities, 20 percent or fewer of the respondents
identified anthracnose leaf spots.
Trunk cracks or splits on dogwoods were a problem for 33 percent of
respondents in Nashville and 30 percent in Knoxville. In both cities, 9 percent or
less identified borers as a concern and only 1 and 2 percent of the respondents
indicated problems with dogwood twig gall midge. In Knoxville, 30 percent
of those who managed dogwoods in their landscapes were unable to
comment on possible pest or disease problems. In Nashville, 24 percent
reported that they did not know the answer to the pest/disease questions.
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Respondents were asked to estimate their annual expenditures on
garden- and landscape-related items and services (Table 4). The expenses
reported by all survey participants were relatively consistent. Average
annual expenditures ranged from $886 in Knoxville to $1,058 in Nashville.

The values regarding average expenditures per category were based on
the respondents who spent money on the category in 1999. For Knoxville
and Nashville, more respondents reported purchasing annuals and perennials
than any other category, 72 and 81 percent, respectively. The percentage
of respondents who purchased at least one tree in 1999 was identical in
both cities, 27 percent. The average amount spent for trees was $388 in
Knoxville and $340 in Nashville. While the amount invested in a spray
service ranged from $249 to $290, only 8 and 11 percent of respondents
reported an expense in this category. In Nashville more respondents
purchased mulch than fertilizer, 64 to 57 percent. Slightly less than one-third
purchased pesticides in both cities; therefore, most respondents did not
attempt to apply chemicals to resolve plant pest/disease problems.
Survey respondents were asked to review a photo display that featured a
large flowering dogwood in full flower, powdery mildew-infected foliage,
and clean foliage. Captions explained what the viewers were observing
and described the symptoms and influence of powdery mildew on tree
performance. After viewing the display, participants were asked “How
much more they would be willing to pay” for a 5-foot tall flowering dogwood,
resistant to powdery mildew, with a 1-inch trunk caliper sold in a 5-gallon
container. The added-value of a mildew resistant dogwood tree was
$13.91 in Nashville and $14.58 in Knoxville (Table 5).
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Significance to Industry: The initial focus of this study was to obtain
insight regarding the additional amount that customers would be willing
to pay for a patented dogwood cultivar resistant to powdery mildew. After
determining that it would be feasible to collect data from visitors to “home
and/or garden” shows in metropolitan locations, it seemed reasonable to
use the opportunity to also collect information from respondents
regarding their preferences and perceptions about several related topics.
The primary objective, to estimate how much more a shopper would be
willing to pay, was satisfied by the rather consistent response obtained
from both locations. The average value of $13.91 in Nashville and
$14.58 in Knoxville, suggests customers are willing to pay a substantially
higher price to purchase a product that will maintain a healthier appearance
without the use of chemical sprays.
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